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HDR

OPTIMIZED FOR VIRTUAL PRODUCTION

CURVED OR STRAIGHT

FULLY MODULAR

LONG FORMAT

AUTO-LOCK

1200 NIT

16+ BIT

LED WALL PANELS



ENHANCED COLOR &
BRIGHTNESS

Vū panels provide top-notch image
quality and reach a brightness of 1200 NIT.
Equipped with HDR and 16 BIT grayscale,
they deliver a wider color gamut including
the deepest blacks and whitest whites. 

The 3840 Hz refresh rate promises
exceptional on-camera visual effects. 



ULTRABLACK TECHNOLOGY

Vū panels utilize small, non-reflective
LEDs, combined with a super black mask
balancing them for extreme contrast. 

The uniformity of the pixels on the surface
of the LED ensures the highest image
quality from regular and wide viewing
angles. 



Vū panels have a low voltage output for
proper heat dissipation, color consistency,
and uniformity. 

Panels are offered in 1200 NIT for indoor
applications and 4500 NIT for outdoor use.

COLOR UNIFORMITY &
RESOLUTION



Vū panels are less than half the weight of
most LED panels and feature quick-lock
technology for efficient setup.

Each smart panel is also equipped with a
detachable module making for easy
repairs or replacement in your wall. 

Panels are available in both flat and
curved options for customized
configuration. 

PRACTICAL PERFORMANCE



PRACTICAL PERFORMANCE

Quick-lock technology and truss system 

Easy to service power module



SIZE & CONFIGURATION

Vū panels are 40" x 20" so that you can create
a larger screen with fewer panels. They can
be configured with a curve up to 15 degrees. 

For reference, a 30-ft x
10-ft wall requires 54 LED
panels. 



Vū translucent ceiling panels feature a
newly engineered pixel suspension system
that allows light and theatrical effects to
pass directly through the back of the
panels without affecting the image quality
of the video. Mo-Sys StarTracker Tracking
Stars seamlessly integrate into the panels
for the first-ever in-panel tracking solution.
Each panel is less than half of the weight of
normal LED panels and utilizes Ultra Bright
4500 NIT LED’s.

VŪ LED CEILING PANELS
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